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Abstract

We propose a parallel method for computing local Laplacian curvature flows for triangular meshes. Laplace operator is widely used in mesh processing for mesh fairing, noise removal or curvature estimation. If the Laplacian flow is used in global sense constraining a whole mesh with an iterative weighted linear system, it can be used even for mesh contraction. However, numerical solution of such a global linear system is computationally expensive. Therefore, we have developed a method to compute such an iterative linear system using only local neighbourhoods of each vertex in parallel. Parallel computation of local linear systems is performed on GPU using OpenCL. We have evaluated speedups of the parallelization using both local and global Laplacian flows. We show test cases, where the parallel local method can be used for mesh fairing. In contrary, we also investigate and outline a fail case, where the local Laplacian flow cannot be used. When the local Laplacian flow has problems with global convergence, we offer a local parallelization of the linear system solving as an alternative.
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1 Introduction

A polygonal mesh smoothing process called mesh fairing lowers the variation of maximum principal curvature across the surface. Mesh fairing is usually used for improving the quality of final meshes obtained by geometric modeling or just to smooth noisy input data. This can be either achieved by mesh subdivision and smoothing, or by moving mesh vertices of the original mesh, while the topology and connectivity of the mesh remains. New vertex positions are generated in order to minimize a surface energy [Desbrun et al. 1999]. Suitable energy function would be based on principal curvatures or thin-shell energies that measures stretching and bending. However, minimizing of such a non-linear energies becomes very computationally expensive and numerically unstable. Furthermore, evaluation of curvature on mesh data is an undefined operator in the geometric sense. This leads to the first and second order Laplacians. Using the Laplace operator, the mesh fairing process can be performed as diffusion process in several time steps. When working with polygonal meshes, the Laplace operator has to be approximated by discrete function defined on the mesh vertices. Therefore, the differences are replaced by partial derivatives of a displacement function [Botsch et al. 2010]. During the smoothing process using Laplace operator, the volume of the mesh is reduced as well. If this is not desired, the volume has to be restored. However, this effect can be used to contract the mesh into a zero volume [Au et al. 2008]. The smoothing process has to be iteratively applied on the mesh with well-defined contraction weights that drive the contraction process into final state. This iterative process can be computationally expensive with complex meshes. Therefore, we have developed a parallel method to apply Laplacian smoothing on the mesh. The mesh is decomposed into local patches constructed of local neighbourhoods of each vertex. This results into solving of $N$ small systems instead of one big global system. We provide OpenCL [OpenCL and Munshi 2013] implementation using interoperability with OpenGL. When geometry is already loaded on the GPU in Vertex Buffer Object (VBO), OpenCL reads the buffer data on GPU, fair the mesh using local Laplacian flow and writes to modified geometry into the buffer. We show the case of mesh fairing and minor mesh contractions, where this local method can be used. We also analyze the case, why this method cannot be used for contraction of the mesh into zero volume, because the convergence is not guaranteed.

2 Related Work

A linear interpolation at each vertex can be used to approximate Laplace operator. In this case, the approximation is called Umbrella operator [Kobbelt et al. 1998]. Umbrella operator uses uniform interpolation and therefore is inappropriate for non-uniform meshes. Thus, an operator based on curvature flow is more suitable. In addition, Laplacian of the surface at a vertex has both normal and tangent components, so the Laplacian is rarely being zero even if the surface is locally flat. Curvature flow smooths the surface by moving along the surface normal and can be calculated using cotangent scheme [Desbrun et al. 1999]. Curvature normal using cotangent scheme can be computed from vertex positions, polygon areas and mesh angles as:

$$\Delta f_{v_i} = \frac{1}{2A_i} \sum_{v_j \in N_1(v_i)} (\cot \alpha_{i,j} + \cot \beta_{i,j})(f_j - f_i),$$

(1)

where $A_i$ is an area of the one-ring neighborhood of vertex $v_i$ and angles in the cotangent formula are computed as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Opposite angles corresponding to the edge used in curvature flow calculation [Desbrun et al. 1999].
The Laplace operator can be used to approximate mesh curvature at given vertex. However, this method requires the input mesh to be closed connected 2D-manifold. When resulting vector given by the operator is globally minimized as proposed in [Au et al. 2008], underlying mesh tends to contract into zero volume. Contracted zero volume mesh can be used for extraction of a skeleton encoding topology of the input mesh. The same minimization method was used by [Cao et al. 2010] to extract skeleton from point clouds. Authors used weighted Gaussian interpolation of vertex positions of the point cloud to approximate the Laplacian.

Mesh processing algorithms with local behaviour are ideal candidates for parallel processing. Cotangent scheme in Equation 1 can be evaluated for each vertex in parallel. Values in the equations depend only on local neighbourhood of the vertex. There are few possibilities how to implement such a parallel evaluation, for example CUDA, OpenCL or Compute Shaders. For us the OpenCL is the most suitable environment, because it runs on all processors and all types of GPU.

3 Mesh Contraction Algorithm

Here we offer a quick overview of an iterative mesh contraction algorithm without parallelization. In the preprocessing stage before each iteration a matrix describing Laplacian curvature flow is constructed as in Equation 2. The matrix looks like connectivity matrix of a graph with cotangent weighting. In each column, the diagonal value is equal to a negative sum of values in each row.

In each iteration the mesh graph vertices are contracted by Laplacian smoothing. To compute new vertex position, the linear system of a graph with cotangent weighting. In each column, the diagonal is the most suitable environment, because it runs on all processors and all types of GPU.

3.1 Linear System

As mentioned in [Au et al. 2008], an unconstrained solving of this equation contracts the mesh into a single point, so the equation is solved in more iterations with carefully chosen weights which control the contractions. Weights $W_L$ and $W_H$ are diagonal matrices which control the contraction process. Weighting matrices have to be updated after each iteration to drive the iteration process into a desired state. By increasing $W_L$, we can increase the collapsing speed for vertex $i$ and by increasing $W_H$ we increase the attraction weight to attract vertex $i$ to its current position. All the $W_L$ and $W_H$ are in the next step multiplied by a predefined constant $s_L$ and $W_{H,i}$ are updated in such a way that the attraction weight is multiplied by a ratio of the change of the area of faces adjacent to the vertex $i$. If the area of adjacent faces surrounding vertex $i$ is smaller, the multiplicative term is higher. Thus, if the vertex $i$ is more attracted into its current position, the geometry is less contracted in the vertex $i$ in the next iteration. Final global linear system can be written as:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
W_L & L \\
L & W_H
\end{bmatrix} V =
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
W_H V
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

Each step of iterative contraction process works as follows ($t$ denotes the iteration number):

1. Solve

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
W_L & L \\
L & W_H
\end{bmatrix} V^{t+1} =
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
W_H V^t
\end{bmatrix}
$$

2. Update $W_L^{t+1} = s_L W_L^t$ and $W_H^{t+1} = W_H^t V^{t+1} \sqrt{A^t_i/A^t_{ij}}$, where $A^t_i$ and $A_{ij}^t$ are the original and current areas of adjacent faces for vertex $i$, respectively.

3. Compute the new Laplace operator $L^{t+1}$ with the vertex positions computed from previous iteration $V^{t+1}$ using Equation 3.

In this iterative process, $L$ is sparse squared $N \times N$ matrix. Matrices $W_L$ and $W_H$ are diagonal $N \times N$ square weighting matrices. Terms $V^t$ and $V$ are $N \times 3$ matrices with vertex positions in three dimensions. Thus, the system can be solved in each dimension independently. In this case, $0$ upper matrix is a zero vector of size $N$.

This results into an overdetermined linear system $Ax = b$, where matrix $A$ is $2N \times N$ sparse matrix. Such a system with rectangular matrix $A$ can be solved in a linear least squares manner using normal equations [Weisstein 2013] or QR decomposition.

3.2 Parallelization

There are few options how to parallelize the mesh contraction process. Here we analyze all three possibilities of parallelization and discuss, which one is suitable for mesh fairing and mesh contraction to zero volume.

The first option is the parallelization of QR decomposition process. The QR algorithm decomposes matrix $A$ into a product $A = QR$ of an orthogonal matrix $Q$ and upper triangular matrix $R$. Matrix $Q$ is orthogonal and therefore $Q^T Q = I$ and solving linear system $Ax = b$ is equal to solving linear system $Rx = Q^T b$. An Householder transformation [Hou 1953] is used to compute matrix $Q$ and $R$. For this we have used a free open-source scientific computing library ViennaCL [Rupp 2013]. ViennaCL offers parallel QR decomposition using OpenCL backend. When matrices $Q$ and $R$ are obtained, the linear system $Rx = Q^T b$ can be evaluated very fast even on CPU, because $R$ is a triangular matrix.

The second option is to multiply the linear system with $A^T$ and create normal equation $A^T A x = A^T b$. This leads into a new linear
system $A'x = b'$ which can be solved using parallel squared linear solver. A straightforward way to parallelize solving of a linear system is an iterative Jacobi method [Acton 1990]. When solving the linear system $A^T Ax = A^T b$ (Equation 4), matrix $A$ is decomposed into upper triangular matrix $U$, lower triangular matrix $L$ and diagonal matrix $D$. Iterative evaluating of Equation 5 is needed to correct approximation of vector $x$. Each term of vector $x$ can be computed independently, thus each vertex can be processed individually using Equation 6.

$$\sum_{j=1}^{n} a_{ij} x_j = b_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$x^{(k)} = D^{-1}(L+U)x^{(k-1)} + D^{-1}b$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$x_i^{(k)} = \frac{b_i - \sum_{j\neq i} a_{ij} x_j^{(k-1)}}{a_{ii}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Jacobi method guarantee to converge, if matrix $A$ is strictly diagonally dominant. Unfortunately, matrices obtained applying normal equations on Laplacian flow matrix do not have to satisfy this condition. Therefore Jacobi method will not converge for every input mesh and cannot be used.

The third option is a hypothesis that the problem can be solved locally. We construct the Laplacian locally and solve $N$ small linear systems in parallel. For this we use only local neighborhoods of each vertex. This approach is described more detailed in the next section (Section 4).

4 Local Laplacian Curvature Flows on GPU

In this section we discuss construction of local Laplacian and solving of linear equations from parallel point of view focusing on GPU implementation. In the preprocessing stage (Subsection 4.1), a global connectivity matrix and local neighbourhood for each vertex are constructed. Those matrices are passed to GPU and VBO is created. As next step, OpenCL kernel is iteratively called (Subsection 4.2). Each kernel processes local neighbourhood of a vertex. Local neighbourhood of one vertex overlaps with local neighbourhoods of another vertices as can be seen in Figure 3. Thus, only new position of center vertex itself is written into VBO. New positions of other vertices from local neighbourhood is discarded. These vertices are computed by their own threads, computing theirs positions in parallel.

4.1 Preprocessing Step

As mentioned before, in the preprocessing step the global connectivity matrix $E$ is constructed from the input mesh. Furthermore, for each mesh vertex $v_i$, local neighbourhood is constructed from one-ring area around the vertex. From this local neighbourhood is created a vector $n_i$ as $n_i = (s_i, l_0, l_1, l_2 \ldots l_l)$, where $s_i$ is the size of one-ring local neighbourhood and $l_i$ are the indices of these vertices. From vector $n_i$ for each vertex, a matrix $N$ is composed and matrices $E, N$ are passed into global OpenCL memory objects. Finally, VBO with vertex positions is created from the input geometry.

4.2 Iterations

Each iteration step is composed of few sub-steps. As first, local Laplacian curvature flow matrix $L_i$ is constructed. For this, a cotangent Laplacian flow is used (Equation 2). As second, linear system is constructed, QR decomposition is performed and new vertex positions are computed. For all of this, only local GPU memory is used allocated for each kernel. The final position of vertex $i$ is taken and written into VBO in parallel. When all kernels have finished, we have new mesh vertex positions stored in VBO.

4.3 Implementation Details

When porting our Laplacian system on GPU, we have to take care of the memory management. Matrices that are created in preprocessing step are written into global memory, so all kernel threads have access to them. This is global connectivity matrix $E$ and matrix $N$ holding neighbourhood information around each vertex. Variables that are used in the iteration are declared as private memory objects and they are unique for each kernel.
When rendering each step of the iterative mesh contraction, a feature we are using is OpenCL-OpenGL interoperability inside of multi-threading environment. The interoperability paradigm enables sharing contexts between OpenCL and OpenCL. Therefore, when processing geometry in OpenCL kernels, OpenCL gets locks for OpenCL VBO, processes the geometry and retrieves the lock to OpenGL so the rendering process may continue. All this is done strictly on GPU, without any CPU-GPU bandwidth. However, in our implementation we want to iteratively apply mesh processing kernel and after each iteration render the geometry from VBO to visualize the iteration step. Therefore, we are using two threads for this. One thread takes care of all OpenGL calls and rendering process. The second thread is geometry processing thread. It calls OpenCL kernels to contract the geometry. When the iteration is completed, the processing thread with shared context writes new positions into VBO and rendering thread can access the contracted geometry from the same VBO.

5 Results

All the input models are 2D manifolds with number of vertices shown in the Table 1. We have compared six different methods for mesh contraction (Table 2). There are three global (1,2,3) and three local methods (4,5,6). Methods 1 and 4 are computed sequentially on CPU using Jama library for QR decomposition, the rest is computed on GPU in parallel. Methods 2 and 3 use ViennaCL library for QR decomposition and methods 5 and 6 use local Laplacian smoothing implemented in OpenCL. The difference between QR decompositions using ViennaCL (VCL-QR and VCL-LSM) is that VCL-QR makes full QR decomposition on GPU and passes matrices Q and R on CPU, where final computation of $R \cdot x = Q^T \cdot b$ is perried. Method VCL-LSM directly computes matrix R and $Y = Q^T \cdot b$ on GPU. We do not evaluate normal equations with Jacobi iterative method, because this does not converge numerically in the case of our geometric problem.

5.1 Convergence Problems

Local parallel method we have developed can be used for fast mesh fairing or small mesh contractions. Unfortunately, numerical tests show that local Laplacian scheme do not converge into a zero volume meshes. This is, because global numerical constraints were removed by localizing the linear system. If global constraints are removed, contraction weights $W_L$ and $W_T$ do not control the contraction process anymore. Weighting matrices can be changed only locally and this does not drive the system into global minimum, only local minimum is achieved. An expansion of local neighbourhoods to bigger local patches was also evaluated. With bigger local neighbourhoods the method shrinks the mesh quicker, however still do not converge into zero volume. Shrinking process using local method can be seen in Figure 4. Here, 30 iterations of local Laplacian smoothing is applied on the mesh.

5.2 Computation Times

Running times of contraction methods is shown in Table 1. The algorithm is divided into a preprocessing step and an iteration. Overall timing is computed as 1x preprocessing step and 3x iteration step for global or 30x iteration step for local method. Speedup graphs can be seen in Figure 5. For contraction of mesh into zero volume, global method using parallel QR decomposition is the best choice (VCL-LSM). In this case, a speedup by one order of magnitude can be achieved using parallelization. When mesh fairing or only low contraction is the objective, local Laplacian flow can be used with much higher speedup (50-100x).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method name</th>
<th>Laplacian flow</th>
<th>Processor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Global CPU Jama</td>
<td>global</td>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. VCL-QR</td>
<td>global</td>
<td>GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. VCL-LSM</td>
<td>global</td>
<td>GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Local CPU Jama</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. OCL transfer</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. OCL interop</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>GPU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Table shows description of methods used in the evaluation. We have evaluated three local and three global methods.

Figure 4: Local Laplacian flow fails to converge into zero volume skeleton even after 30 iterations.
Figure 5: Graphs show execution times of each step of algorithm. Left: preprocessing, matrix creation, CPU-GPU transfer, OpenCL kernel building. Middle: one iteration of solving Laplacian linear system using QR decomposition. Right: overall running time, 3 iterations for global method and 30 iterations for local methods.

All the execution times are measured in seconds on Intel i7-2640 @ 2.8Ghz using single thread implementation and AMD Radeon 6630M with 480 stream processors.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we offer three contributions concerning mesh smoothing and contracting. Firstly, we have developed a parallel schema using local Laplacian curvature flows for mesh contraction. This schema do not converge into zero volume as predicted and therefore cannot be used for skeleton extraction. However, local Laplacian schema is good tool for mesh fairing. Using one or more iterations, mesh can be slightly contracted and smoothed and finally the volume has to be restored as described in [Desbrun et al. 1999]. Secondly, the paper analyses the best parallelization of local and global method from the time complexity point of view. We compare six schemes for iterative mesh contraction with both, local and global characteristics implemented on GPU and CPU. As third, the best global method for skeleton extraction is picked and tested. When local Laplacian schema fails to converge, a global method using parallelized QR decomposition can be used alternatively as a best candidate. Parallel QR decomposition on GPU is stable, works well on all tested input meshes and still gives speedup by one order of magnitude if compared to sequentially CPU method.

As a future work we plan to investigate parallelization using normal equations and Jacobi method more deeply in a numerical way. Jacobi method does not converge into the solution, however so called Jacobi extrapolated method may converge in our case. We would like to investigate this method and try to implement it in parallel. Another idea is to use Gauss-Seidel method, that can be implemented parallel in some cases [Courtecuisse and Allard 2009] and this method should converge also for matrices that are not diagonally dominant, as in our case.
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